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Abstract19

We examine data continuity between the GRACE and GRACE-FO missions over Green-20

land and Antarctica using independent data from the mass budget method (MBM) which21

calculates the difference between ice sheet surface mass balance and ice discharge at the22

periphery. For both ice sheets, we find consistent GRACE/GRACE-FO time series across23

the data gap, at the continental and regional scales, and the data gap is confidently filled24

with MBM data. In Greenland, the GRACE-FO data reveal an exceptional summer loss25

of 600 Gigatonnes in 2019 following two cold summers. In Antarctica, ongoing high mass26

losses in the Amundsen Sea Embayment of West Antarctica, the Antarctic Peninsula,27

and Wilkes Land in East Antarctica cumulate to 2130, 560, and 370 Gigatonnes, respec-28

tively, since 2002. A cumulative mass gain of 980 Gigatonnes in Queen Maud Land since29

2009, however, led to a pause in the acceleration in mass loss from Antarctica after 2016.30

1 Introduction31

The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE), a pair of co-orbiting32

twin satellites linked with a microwave ranging instrument, has provided invaluable in-33

sights into changes in ice and water around the globe by monitoring the small tempo-34

ral fluctuations in the Earth’s gravity field (Tapley et al., 2019). In particular, GRACE35

data allowed the scientific community to directly and comprehensively evaluate the mass36

balance of the Earth’s ice sheets, glaciers and ice caps on a monthly basis for the first37

time (Velicogna & Wahr, 2006; Velicogna et al., 2014; Shepherd et al., 2012, 2018, 2019;38

Jacob et al., 2012; Gardner et al., 2013). These studies revealed mass loss in Greenland39

and Antarctica, an acceleration in ice sheet mass loss over the duration of the GRACE40

mission, and a major revision of the mass loss of glaciers and ice caps traditionally re-41

constructed from incomplete and sparse data. The GRACE mission captured inter-annual42

changes in mass loss, seasonal changes, and more rapid events. The goal of the GRACE-43

FO mission is to extend the data record in time to separate long term trends from the44

natural variability of the system, document the ongoing acceleration in mass loss and45

its impacts on sea level change, and better inform climate and ice sheet models.46

The GRACE mission lasted for 15 years from its launch on March 17, 2002 until47

its retirement due to battery problems on October 12, 2017. To continue the time se-48

ries of measurements, the GRACE Follow-On (FO) mission was launched on May 22,49

2018 from Vandenberg Air Force Base (Tapley et al., 2019). In the early stages of the50
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GRACE-FO mission, it is essential to verify data quality, calibration, and continuity of51

the GRACE and GRACE-FO missions. Instruments built 15 years apart with different52

hardware may not perform in an identical way. Since the two missions did not overlap53

in time, we use independent observations to detect potential bias in the gravity solutions54

and discontinuity due to a few particular circumstances. During the late stages of the55

GRACE mission, efforts were enacted to preserve the battery life of the GRACE satel-56

lites to extend the mission lifetime. The accelerometer onboard GRACE-B was turned57

off in September 2016 to maintain the operation of the microwave ranging instrument.58

Processing centers developed independent methods for spatio-temporally transplanting59

the accelerometer data retrieved from the two GRACE satellites (Bandikova et al., 2019).60

While both accelerometers on GRACE-FO are operating and collecting observations, shortly61

after the launch an anomaly onboard one of the two GRACE-FO satellites, GRACE-FO62

2 or GF2, resulted in degraded performance in the accelerometer measuring non-gravitational63

accelerations. For this reason, at present, the GRACE-FO 1 or GF1 accelerometer data64

is used to generate accelerometer transplant data to substitute the GF2 measurements.65

Unfortunately, these single-accelerometer months for both GRACE and GRACE-FO mis-66

sions contain more noise. It is important to understand the effect of this noise on the67

quality of the gravity data and data continuity between the missions.68

In this work, we examine the data continuity of GRACE and GRACE-FO time-69

variable gravity missions over the Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets using independent70

Mass Budget Method data that combine surface mass balance (SMB) output products71

from the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model (RACMO2.3) with grounding line dis-72

charge from a continuous monitoring of glacier speed and ice thickness. We also exam-73

ine the differences between data products from various processing centers, the effect of74

various harmonic corrections, and the components of mass balance of Greenland and Antarc-75

tica. We conclude by noting important features of the mass balance record combining76

GRACE and GRACE-FO missions in Greenland and Antarctica during the the period77

Apr 2002-September 2019, a 17.4 years period.78

2 Data and Methods79

Here, we use Release-6 of the Level-2 spherical harmonic solutions provided by the80

Center for Space Research (CSR) at the University of Texas at Austin, the Jet Propul-81

sion Laboratory (JPL), and the German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ) that82
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are provided to degree 60, order 60 harmonics for both GRACE and GRACE-FO mis-83

sions. Changes in geocenter, i.e. relative change between the center of mass and geomet-84

ric center of the Earth ellipsoid, are not captured by GRACE or GRACE-FO.85

In order to include the degree-1 geocenter terms, we follow the methodology of Sutterley86

and Velicogna (2019), a self-consistent geocenter technique that includes self-attraction87

and loading effects. This allows a consistent processing of spherical harmonic fields (same88

C20, C30, Glacial Isostatic Adjustment, and love numbers), a higher degree truncation89

that has greater levels of agreement with our test synthetics, and consistently buffered90

land-sea mask for geocenter calculation and sea level estimate (Sutterley & Velicogna,91

2019). The degree-1 coefficients are recalculated consistently for each GRACE/GRACE-92

FO solution. Low-degree zonal harmonics, which carry a significant fraction of the grav-93

ity data, have a disproportionately large effect on Antarctic Ice Sheet mass balance es-94

timates due to its position on the southern pole and its spatial area. The low-degree zonal95

harmonics derived from GRACE/GRACE-FO data are sensitive to processing strate-96

gies during the single-accelerometer months.97

Efforts have been made to evaluate and improve the quality of the GRACE/GRACE-98

FO solution during the single-accelerometer months, e.g. the C3,0 harmonic time-series99

derived from Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) provided by the Goddard Space Flight Cen-100

ter (GSFC) as a part of the GRACE TN-14 auxiliary data (Loomis et al., 2019). Here,101

we use the GSFC C3,0 product. We also evaluated the quality of the C4,0 and C5,0 har-102

monics and found that the GRACE/GRACE-FO harmonics have a satisfactory quality.103

Replacing C2,0 has been a standard procedure for time-variable gravity analyses since104

early in the GRACE mission due to issues with the GRACE degree-2 zonal harmonic105

and sensitivity to tidal aliasing (Cheng & Ries, 2017). NASA Goddard Space Flight Cen-106

ter (GSFC) provides a new C2,0 harmonic solution as part of the GRACE TN-14 aux-107

iliary dataset that uses a time-variable gravity background model derived from GRACE108

in the forward modeling of the Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) solution (Loomis et al.,109

2019). The previous standard oblateness solution provided as part of the GRACE TN-110

07 and TN-11 auxiliary datasets used a fixed background model as described in (Cheng111

& Ries, 2017). Here, we use the project recommended GSFC C2,0 product.112

All harmonics are smoothed with a 250 km radius Gaussian smoothing function113

(Velicogna et al., 2014). We correct the GRACE data for the long-term trend of glacial114
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isostatic adjustment (GIA) from the solid earth. We use the regional IJ05 R2 GIA model115

(Ivins et al., 2013) over Antarctica and the regional Simpson et al. (2009) GIA model116

over Greenland. These regional GIA models have been developed to match a variety of117

geologic, glaciological, and geodetic observations over the ice sheets but do not include118

realistic GIA signal outside the ice sheets. Outside of Greenland and Antarctica, we there-119

fore use A et al. (2013) with ICE6G ice history (Peltier et al., 2015). Ice mass time se-120

ries are calculated using the least-squares mascon approach following Velicogna et al. (2014).121

The uncertainty in mass balance estimates combines GRACE/GRACE-FO measurement122

errors, errors in the GIA correction, mascon-fit error, and leakage errors due to ocean123

mass including self attraction and loading effects.124

To compare the performance of GRACE-FO and assess potential biases, we use in-125

dependent data from the Mass Budget Method (MBM) which calculates the difference126

between surface mass balance (SMB) and mass discharge along the periphery. Ground-127

ing line ice discharge from Rignot et al. (2019) and Mouginot, Rignot, Bjørk, et al. (2019)128

are updated to August 2019 using the latest velocities and SMB data. The ice veloci-129

ties include new measurements from the European Union’s Copernicus Sentinel-1ab SAR130

satellites, Sentinel-2, and the USGS Landsat-8. Ice thickness is the same as in Rignot131

et al. (2019) for Antarctica and updated for changes in surface elevation as in Mouginot,132

Rignot, Bjørk, et al. (2019) for Greenland. The data record is updated at the monthly133

scale for both ice sheets. SMB is RACMO2.3p2 for West Antarctica and the Antarctic134

Peninsula (Van Wessem et al., 2014; van Wessem et al., 2018), and RACMO2.3p1 in East135

Antarctica until 2016 and complemented by a scaled version of RACMO2.3p2 after 2016136

as in (Rignot et al., 2019). In Greenland, we use RACMO2.3p2 (Noël et al., 2018; Shep-137

herd et al., 2019). We include all peripheral glaciers and ice caps. RACMO2.3p2 is gen-138

erated at 5.5 km resolution and interpolated to 1 km in the Antarctic Peninsula, 11 km139

resolution downscaled to 1 km in Greenland, and 27 km resolution in continental Antarc-140

tica interpolated to 1 km. We previously reported an excellent agreement between the141

MBM and GRACE data at the regional scale in Antarctica in key regions ranging from142

no loss to medium and high loss (Mohajerani et al., 2018, 2019; Velicogna et al., 2014).143

As we aim for seamless interpolation between the two GRACE missions, small ad-144

justments in trend, dM/dt (where M is the mass and t is time) are applied to the MBM145

data to match that from the GRACE data. The time series display the relative ice mass,146

M(t), which has an arbitrary reference value, here chosen to be the mean over the GRACE147
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time period. We compare the overall trends, dM/dt, between GRACE and MBM dur-148

ing the GRACE period. This offset results from uncertainties in the GIA correction in149

the GRACE data (constant dM/dt), and uncertainties in absolute ice discharge and ab-150

solute SMB in the MBM data (another constant dM/dt). We adjust the MBM time se-151

ries with this offset and compare the adjusted MBM data with GRACE and GRACE-152

FO data.153

The monthly discharge rates for each glacier basin are spatially distributed through-154

out the basins at each time step. We weight the distribution of mass loss by flux den-155

sity, i.e. the product of ice velocity and ice thickness, to a power exponent of 0.6. We156

tested how well MBM could match GRACE with different power exponent, 1 drawing157

too much loss along the coast, 0.1 yielding too much loss in the interior, and 0.6 bring-158

ing the two times series in near balance. An exponent of 0.6 indicates that the impact159

of coastal changes is felt far inland of the grounding line. The reference velocity is the160

2017-2018 mosaic (Rignot & Mouginot, 2012; Mouginot, Rignot, & Scheuchl, 2019). Ice161

thickness is from BedMachine Antarctica (Morlighem et al., 2019) and BedMachine Green-162

land (Morlighem et al., 2017). The monthly mass balance is the difference between SMB163

and discharge at each grid point. Note that there is no need for a reference time period164

in the calculation of the total mass loss. The error estimates of the MBM time series are165

calculated following (Mouginot, Rignot, Bjørk, et al., 2019) and (Rignot et al., 2019).166

As the difference in spatial resolution and characteristics of the MBM and GRACE data167

may lead to systematic biases in regional comparisons, we re-grid the 1 km MBM field168

on a half-degree grid and convert each month to the harmonic domain. Following the169

resolution of GRACE data, we truncate the MBM harmonics at degree 60 and order 60,170

perform Gaussian smoothing with a radius of 250 km, and repeat the mascon fitting pro-171

cedure with the resulting harmonics.172

3 Results173

We compare the GRACE solutions from JPL, CSR and GFZ over Greenland and174

Antarctica (Fig. 1). The average mass loss values in Greenland over the extended time175

period (April 2002-September 2019) agree well, with 261±43 Gt/yr for CSR, 261±45 Gt/yr176

for JPL, and 254±47 Gt/yr for GFZ. For Antarctica, the average mass loss values are177

107±55 Gt/yr for CSR, 104±57 Gt/yr for JPL and 89±60 Gt/yr for GFZ. Over that178

time period, the acceleration in mass loss in Greenland is not significant. In Antarctica,179
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the acceleration in mass loss for the entire analyzed period ranges from 6.3±3.3 Gt/yr2180

for CSR, 9.1±3.4 Gt/yr2 for JPL and 8.1±3.3 Gt/yr2 for GFZ. We note a higher data181

noise, especially in the Antarctic time series, at the end of the GRACE mission and the182

beginning of the GRACE-FO mission, as explained earlier. The GFZ time series have183

more data noise than the time series from the other centers. In the remainder of the pa-184

per, we only use the JPL solutions for GRACE and GRACE-FO.185

a b

Figure 1. Comparison of GRACE/GRACE-FO time series from different processing cen-

ters (CSR = Center for Space Research at the University of Texas at Austin, USA; JPL = Jet

Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA USA; GFZ = German Research Centre for Geosciences,

Germany) in a) Greenland and b) Antarctica with data gap in grey vertical bar and mass num-

bers in Gigatonnes (109t = 1012kg)

In Greenland, the time series of mass balance values from GRACE/GRACE-FO186

line up well across the data gap from mid 2017 to mid 2018. Data continuity is most dra-187

matically illustrated with the addition of MBM time series across the winter season of188

2018 (Fig. 2). The adjustments in trend, dM/dt, between GRACE and MBM are small:189

-14 (NW), 7 (NN), 7 (NE), 2 (SE), -16 (SW) Gt/yr and -17 Gt/yr for the entire ice sheet.190

If we compare the adjusted MBM and GRACE/GRACE-FO monthly time series over191

the entire study period, they agree within ±2% of the total signal. We find no signifi-192

cant difference in data noise between GRACE and GRACE-FO data.193

In the summer of 2019, we note a mass loss of 600 Gt by the end of August 2019,194

which is comparable to the mass loss in the warm summer of 2012 (650 Gt peak to peak)195

(Hanna et al., 2014). The high summer loss is reflected in all regions of Greenland, but196
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particularly in the North and Northeast with a mass loss of 80 Gt versus a reference bal-197

ance SMB for the years 1961-1990 in the range of 22 to 25 Gt (Mouginot, Rignot, Bjørk,198

et al., 2019). The mass losses in NW, SW and SE were about 100 Gt but the reference199

SMBs in these regions are higher. Data noise across the gap is strongest in Northeast200

Greenland. Overall, the mass loss accelerated over the time period 2002-2012, but ex-201

perienced a pause in acceleration after 2012. In 2017-2018, the mass loss decreased the202

most, in response to higher SMB values caused by cold summers, but ice discharge con-203

tinued to increase the entire time (Mouginot, Rignot, Bjørk, et al., 2019) and the SMB204

was low again in 2019.205

Over the entire GRACE/GRACE-FO period (April 2002-September 2019), or 17.4206

years, the acceleration in mass loss is not significant. The mass loss cumulates to 4,550207

Gt (261±45 Gt/yr) with approximately 610 Gt from the North, 160 Gt in the North-208

east, 1,540 Gt in the Southeast, 660 Gt in the Southwest, and 1,580 Gt from the North-209

west. As fraction of the reference SMB values for 1961-1990, these quantities represent210

62% of the reference SMB (422 Gt/yr in Mouginot, Rignot, Bjørk, et al. (2019)) for Green-211

land, 140% in the North (25 Gt/yr reference SMB), 42% in the Northeast (22 Gt/yr ref-212

erence), 68% in the Southeast (131 Gt/yr reference), 64% in the Southwest (59 Gt/yr213

reference) and 65% in the Northwest (140 Gt/yr reference). The entire ice sheet has been214

losing mass during that time period. The acceleration in mass loss was most pronounced215

in NW, SW and SE (Fig. 2).216

In Antarctica, the comparison of the GRACE/GRACE-FO time series with MBM217

illustrates that the GRACE and GRACE-FO line up well across the data gap and the218

MBM offers the possibility to fill the gap between the missions (Fig. 3). The adjustments219

in trend dM/dt between GRACE and MBM are small: -27 (QML), -9 (APIS), -2 (CpDc),220

-2 (GH3), -14 (DDpi) and 50 Gt/yr for the ice sheet including uncertainties in GIA cor-221

rection. Over the study period, the adjusted MBM and GRACE/GRACE-FO monthly222

time series agree within ±12% of the total signal. The agreement is less than in Green-223

land but the temporal variability of the signal is larger and the total signal is lower. Fol-224

lowing a period of relatively low loss in 2002-2006, the mass loss increased rapidly un-225

til 2016 when the ice sheet gained mass overall before returning to a mass loss in 2017.226

In total, the ice sheet lost 1,810 Gt of ice during the entire period, or 104±57 Gt/yr.227
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a b

d e f

g h j

c

Figure 2. Comparison of GRACE/GRACE-FO time series of mass change using the JPL

fields (blue) versus the adjusted Mass Budget Method (MBM) (red) for a) Greenland Ice Sheet,

b) North (N) Greenland, d) Northwest (NW) Greenland, f) Northeast (NE) Greenland, g) South-

west (SW) Greenland and j) Southeast Greenland in Gigatonnes (109t = 1012kg), along with

map of e) average mass loss in centimeter of water per year and h) acceleration in mass loss in

centimeter of water per year squared.

In the Antarctic Peninsula, the total loss for the entire period was 560 Gt. We note228

an increase in mass in 2016-2017 of 100 Gt, or 34% of the reference SMB for the years229

1979-2008 (293 Gt/yr reference in Rignot et al. (2019)). After 2016, the mass loss in the230

Antarctic Peninsula resumed to what it was in prior years, i.e. about 10% out of bal-231

ance. We detect a strong mass gain in Queen Maud Land. A large increase in snowfall232

reported in 2009 brought 200 Gt of extra mass on the ice sheet (Lenaerts et al., 2013;233

Van Wessem et al., 2014). The GRACE/GRACE-FO data record reveals that SMB stayed234
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above equilibrium conditions after 2009, with a total mass gain of 980±60 Gt in the last235

17.4 years, or 26±2% of the reference SMB (216 Gt/yr) for that region (sum of basin236

A-A’ and A’B in Rignot et al. (2019)).237

We find no trend in the combined mass balance of Victoria Land and George VI238

Land in East Antarctica (basin D’-E and D-D’ in Rignot et al. (2019)), which have been239

reported to experience low losses with the MBM method. Conversely, the mass loss in240

the Amundsen Sea Embayment sector of West Antarctica, which hosts the Pine Island,241

Thwaites, Haynes, Pope, Smith and Kohler glaciers, kept increasing the entire period to242

a cumulative 2,130 Gt loss versus a reference SMB of 200 Gt/yr (basin GH in Rignot243

et al. (2019)), or 61% out of balance. The other area of mass loss is the Wilkes Land sec-244

tor, in East Antarctica which includes the Frost, Totten, and Denman glaciers (reference245

SMB of 247 Gt/yr for basin C’-D) with a cumulative loss of 370 Gt since 2002, or 9%246

out of balance. Overall, we note a pause in the acceleration in mass loss of Antarctica247

after 2016 due to the mass gain in QML and a large snowfall in the Antarctica Penin-248

sula in 2016-2017 (van Wessem et al., 2016). The map of acceleration in mass loss (Fig.249

3) shows enhanced losses in the Amundsen Sea sector, Wilkes Land (CpDc) and mass250

gain in Queen Maud Land (QML).251

4 Discussion252

The agreement between the GRACE and GRACE-FO time series is a testimony253

of the data quality and satisfactory calibration of both missions. It is a special challenge254

for continuity missions to have no overlap period to compare the results. Data continu-255

ity is verified within uncertainties at the ice sheet scale, at the basin scale for Antarc-256

tica, and for the smaller regions for Greenland, i.e. the analysis reveals no significant bias257

in the GRACE and GRACE-FO time series from the continental to the regional levels258

at both poles. The agreement between solutions from the three different centers is in-259

dicative of a high maturity and quality of the data processing algorithms (Tapley et al.,260

2019). The results also show that within small adjustments in trend, the data gap can261

be filled with MBM data.262

In Greenland, the ice sheet experienced back to back cold summers in 2017 and 2018,263

but 2019 saw a return of warm conditions, with a high summer loss and one of the low-264

est SMB on record. The 600 Gt loss is 142% higher than that needed to maintain the265
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a b c

d e f

g h j

Figure 3. Comparison of GRACE/GRACE-FO time series of mass change using the JPL

fields (blue) versus the adjusted Mass Budget Method (MBM) (red) for a) Antarctic Ice Sheet, b)

Queen Maud Land (basin A-A’ and A’-B), d) Antarctic Peninsula (basin I-I”), f) Wilkes Land,

East Antarctica (basin C’D), g) Amundsen Sea Embayment, West Antarctica (basin GH), and j)

Victoria and GeorgeVI Land (basin D’-E and D-D’) in Gigatonnes (109t = 1012kg), along with

map of e) average mass loss in centimeter of water per year and h) acceleration in mass loss in

centimeter of water per year squared.

ice sheet in a state of mass balance, i.e. zero mass loss. The effect was felt most strongly266

in the north (NN and NE). Overall, however, ice discharge kept rising during the entire267

study period (Mouginot, Rignot, Bjørk, et al., 2019). The fluctuations in mass loss are268

dominated by the interannual variability in SMB, but the long term signal remains a widespread,269

steady mass loss from all corners of the ice sheet, cumulative to 4,550 Gt for the 17.4270

years, or 261±45 Gt/yr on average. Key factors for the exceptional loss of 2019 were the271

persistence of anticyclonic conditions over the summer, promoting high snow and ice melt,272
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combined with low precipitation of snow in the previous winter. A low cloud cover in273

the north induced high loss even though the air temperature was only 1 to 2oC warmer274

than the average for 1981-2010 (Tedesco & Fettweis, 2019).275

In Antarctica, the snowfall event in 2009 over Queen Maud Land, East Antarctica276

was unique in the GRACE record (Velicogna et al., 2014) but similar episodes of high277

snowfall have been detected in the past (Lenaerts et al., 2013; Van Wessem et al., 2014).278

Since 2009, enhanced snowfall persisted in QML, which may be indicative of a new trend279

in SMB over the Atlantic sector. Recent results suggested that snowfall in this sector280

has been 25% higher than during the pre-industrial period (Medley et al., 2017). Sim-281

ilarly, SMB peaked in the Antarctic Peninsula in 2016, but the increase did not persist282

after 2016.283

The lower mass loss in the Antarctic Peninsula since 2016 and the steady increase284

in mass in QML partially compensate the rapid mass loss in the Amundsen Sea Embay-285

ment (ASE) of West Antarctica and the lower but steady mass loss in the Wilkes Land286

sector of East Antarctica. The mass loss in the ASE is caused by the steady speed up287

of the glaciers in response to the enhanced intrusion of warm water of Circumpolar Deep288

Water (CDW) origin toward the glaciers and to the retreat of the glacier grounding line289

into thicker ice. In East Antarctica, significant losses were noted for the Frost, Totten290

and Denman glaciers, principally caused by an acceleration in ice flow above that which291

would maintain the glaciers in a state of mass balance, also due to an enhanced intru-292

sion of warm, modified CDW (Rintoul et al., 2016).293

Overall, in Antarctica, we note a strong inter-annual to decadal variability in mass294

balance over the 2002-2019 GRACE/GRACE-FO record. A similar variability was noted295

in the longer historical record 1979-2018 where it was shown to reflect decadal fluctu-296

ations in SMB (Rignot et al., 2019).297

5 Conclusions298

We demonstrate data continuity for the GRACE and GRACE-FO missions over299

the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets at both the continental and regional scales us-300

ing independent data from the Mass Budget Method. The GRACE and GRACE-FO data301

line up across the data gap and the excellent agreement between GRACE and the MBM302

data helps fill the data gap at the continental and regional scales. Noteworthy features303
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include the large summer loss of 2019, one of the largest on record, captured by GRACE-304

FO, the persistent snowfall in Queen Maud Land since 2009, and a pause in the accel-305

eration in mass loss in Greenland and Antarctica for the joint GRACE/GRACE-FO pe-306

riod compared to the GRACE period alone. We note, however, that the longer record307

from MBM still indicates increasing mass loss from both ice sheets and increasing con-308

tributions to sea level rise.309
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Antarctica (nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0756). The SMB data are available on the PANGAEA318

database (doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.896940). GRACE data from the figures319

are posted at ess.uci.edu/~velicogna/grace-fo.php.320
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